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Why it is So Difficult to Compare In-Water Test Results? 

What Can be Done to Improve Things?

Acoustic Communications Testing

Introductory Comments

• In-water tests are still the gold-standard 

for proving new methods for underwater 

acoustic communications.

• However, they are expensive, require 

specialized hardware and expertise, 

access to ships, etc.

• Further, they are almost impossible to 

replicate, every test is unique because 

the environment is time-varying on 

many scales, transducers are rarely 

fixed, ships drift different places, etc.

What can we do to improve test efficiency 

for better algorithm validation?

Heading out from Florida for the Bahamas at 
dawn in 1998 for AUV Communications testing.

Summary of Proposed Solutions:

• Use of common models to improve benchmarking.

• Shared test data with common signals, with published models.



Why Do We Perform At-Sea Tests?

Acoustic receiver installed north of Prudhoe 
Bay in 2011 as part of Navy ICEX project.

Lot of reasons for at-sea testing

1. Explore a novel or unique 

environment with poorly measured 

basic parameters (Arctic, tropic).

2. New frequency regime or 

bandwidth without significant 

previous published results, can’t 

extrapolate.

3. Completely new method, no 

existing data set.

4. New application or platform – need 

to perform system integration 

testing.

Q: Why can’t we simply use existing propagation and statistical models to 

compare and validate new modulation methods and receiver algorithms? 

A: We can and we should use models for channel comparison, and many 

researchers do, but we need to promote (enforce?) consistent use.



The At-Sea Replication Conundrum

• Modern scientific methods are 

supposed to allow for independent 

replication of results.

• Sometimes replication starts with 

use of the same data sets, other 

times new data is collected to 

confirm previous results.

• If we use the same model or the 

same data, then researchers should 

be able to replicate results.

• However, every time we test we get 

a unique data set that may be 

different from yesterday, last month, 

a mile away, etc.

Beaufort Sea sound speed profiles 
from different seasons and locations.



Stable Environments: Do they Exist? 

Q: Are there places we can go to test 

and re-test and get the same results?

A: Maybe. But there will always be some 

natural variability. Need to sample long 

enough to capture that variability (hours, 

days, weeks).

• And, just because these places exist, 

does not mean that all researchers can 

have the means to access them with 

the same or similar equipment.

• Many “Test-Beds” have been 

proposed, and funded, but consistently 

making them available to all has 

proven challenging.

• And some test-beds are portable, great 

for sampling, not for replication.

NSF-MBARI Monterey Bay Observatory 

Input SNR variability over 3 days 

20 dB



Multi-Organization Experiments

Many joint experiments have been 

funded, primarily by ONR:

• RACE, SPACE (fixed)

• MACE (mobile)

• KAM11 (hybrid with extensive 

environmental sampling)

Typical setup:

• Common transmitter and receiver 

provided by a few organizations.

• Several groups provides signals.

• Signals played in turn, collected, 

distributed and then processed. 

• Some sharing occurs between 

organizations (e.g. with m-sequences).

• Some consistency in signaling across 

experiments.
Towed vertical source array for MIMO 
acoustic comms experiments (MACE 10).



Barriers to Better Use/Reuse of At-Sea Data

An outside observer would be right 

to  ask: Given that so many tests have 

been done over the past decades, why 

doesn’t the community have an 

exhaustive catalog of data for research 

and comparison?

Example issues:

• Sharing is expensive – curating data 

over long periods is challenging.

• Meta-data can be missing, 

inconsistent or incomplete.

• Signal details are unknown/unclear.

Perhaps the biggest impediment to 

reuse and sharing is a steady change 

in signal/modulation as new methods 

are developed, new investigators are 

involved and new students join in. Receiver buoy ready to be deployed 
during MACE 10 (ONR).



• Collaborative signal generation

discussion so signals span multiple 

research groups.

• Channel characterization group creates 

and processes specific signals and 

publishes results.

• Modeling group utilizes characterization 

to build statistical model based on the 

experiment.

• Models are validated against results.

Goal is to create a permanent set of 

channel models and results for each future 

funded experiment.

Collectively and individually the research 

community has done well, but we can do 

better!

Specific Proposals for Future Initiatives

Keenan Ball (WHOI) with deep-
ocean recorder prepared for 
mooring deployment off Hawaii, 
2010.


